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We demonstrate a Q-switched radially polarized all-solid-state laser by transferring a graphene film

directly onto an output coupler. The laser generates Q-switched radially polarized beam (QRPB)

with a pulse width of 192 ns and 2.7 W average output power. The corresponding single pulse

energy is up to 16.2 lJ with a high repetition rate of 167 kHz. The M2 factor and the polarization

purity are �2.1 and 96%, respectively. Our QRPB source is a simple and low-cost source for a vari-

ety of applications, such as industrial material processing, optical trapping, and microscopy.
VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4902917]

Radially polarized beam (RPB), which possesses a

unique polarization mode, is drawing more and more atten-

tion in the last 20 yr. Due to its intriguing properties (e.g.,

diffraction limit1 and strong longitudinal electric field after

focusing2), it can be widely applied for various applications,

such as high-resolution microscopy,1 material processing,2,3

electron acceleration,4 and optical trapping.5 In general, the

generation methods of RPB can be mainly itemized into two

categories: one is transformation of polarization state outside

the laser cavity with special optical devices (e.g., spatially vari-

able retardation plate6 or Mach-Zehnder interferometer7).

Another one is polarization selection inside the laser cavity8–11

(e.g., employing a conical Brewster prism into the cavity to

select RPB output8). Obviously, the intracavity approach is

more compact and efficient, in contrast to its external-cavity

counterpart. Combining the radial polarization control with

Q-switching technology can produce large energy radially

polarized pulses, which we believe is a vital step toward

diversified application of RPB. However, thus far, few

papers have been reported on Q-switched radially polarized

beam (QRPB) from solid lasers: In 2007, Meier et al.12 dem-

onstrated the producing of QRPB with an acousto-optic mod-

ulator. But active Q-switching typically requires a fast

electronic driver that makes the laser system complicated,

and the output beam quality is not good enough (e.g., �80%

polarization purity and M2 of �2.312) due to the existence of

high-order transverse modes. Later in 2008, Li et al.13

reported a passively Q-switched microchip laser that emitted

QRPB with Cr4þ:YAG crystal as the saturable absorber

(SA). However, their output power is only 450 mW, which is

mainly limited by the strong thermal lensing effect in

Cr4þ:YAG and gain crystals.13 Therefore, it is crucial to

explore and develop novel Q-switched radially polarized

solid lasers with simpler configuration and better

performance (e.g., higher output power, better beam quality

and polarization purity).

Recently, carbon nanotubes and graphene have been

demonstrated as promising SAs14–17 with superior perform-

ance. Particularly, graphene has a number of distinctive

advantages (e.g., inherent wide operation bandwidth18–20 and

ultrafast recovery time21) over traditional SAs. These advan-

tages, coupled with mechanical and environmental robust-

ness,21 controllable modulation depth,22 and extremely high

thermal conductivity,21 make graphene an excellent

SA16,17,23 to mode-lock various lasers (e.g., fiber,15–17,23–26

solid-state,27–30 waveguide,31 and semiconductor22 lasers).

In this letter, we report a graphene-based Q-switched

radially polarized all-solid-state laser. The graphene film is

directly transferred on the output coupler mirror for

Q-switching.31,32 This laser does not require any special

polarization transformation or selection components, which

makes the laser system compact, cost-effective, and versatile

for various applications. The maximal average output power

of QRPB is 2.7 W. The shortest pulse width is 192 ns with a

pulse energy of 16.2 lJ and a repetition rate up to 167 kHz.

Our key device is the graphene-based output coupler

(GOC), which is prepared as follows: First, we fabricate

large-area and high-quality uniform graphene film by the

atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition (APCVD)

method. C2H2 served as the carbon precursor and Cu foil is

used as the catalyst.33–35 This not only extends the size of

the grains but also leads to very easy transfer.33–35 A

2� 2 cm2 Cu foil (25 lm thick) was heated to 1000 �C under

a Ar:H2:C2H2 mixture with flow ratio 950:50:1. The grown

time was set to 10 min and ultimately formed a graphene

film on the Cu foil. It has been demonstrated that graphene

grown under such conditions in our lab usually has a bilayer

structure.35 Then the film was cut into two pieces with

1� 2 cm2 size and the Cu foil was etched out with Fe(NO3)3

solution. One piece of film was transferred onto a quartz

plate for characterization and another one was transferred

onto a plane output coupler (BK7 glass substrate) with a
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transmittance of 10% at 1064 nm for lasing. Figures 1(a) and

1(b) illustrate the high-resolution transmission electron mi-

croscopy (HRTEM) image and the selected electron diffrac-

tion (SEAD) pattern of the graphene film, respectively,

indicating our graphene has an excellent crystallization

degree. The Raman spectrum was acquired with a 514-nm

laser as shown in Fig. 1(c). Note that the D-peak (also known

as defect peak36) is almost neglectable, which suggests that

there are negligible defects in our graphene.36 The transmit-

tance of our graphene was measured with a UV-NIR spectro-

photometer (Lambda 920, Perkin-Elmer), as shown in Fig.

1(d). The transmittance of graphene is �95.5% at 1064 nm,

which corresponds to �89% and �93.2% transmittance

measured for graphene on quartz plate and pure quartz plate,

respectively. It proves that the number of graphene layers is

two (i.e., �2.3% absorbance per layer29,37). The nonlinear

optical absorption property of our graphene was measured

with a 1064-nm pulsed laser (150 ns pulse width, 10 KHz

repetition rate). The results are shown in the inset of Fig.

1(d). The non-saturable loss is �1%.

Fig. 2(a) illustrates the experimental setup of our

graphene-based Q-switched radially polarized solid laser. A

commercial diode-side-pumped Nd:YAG laser module (rod

size, 2 mm in diameter and 45 mm long; dopant, 0.6%;

[111]-cut) was installed in a simple cavity, which is specially

designed in a highly robust and compact linear Fabry-P�erot

cavity configuration. A high-reflectivity plane mirror

(R> 99.9% at 1064 nm, Rear mirror) and the fabricated

GOC (T¼�9.5% at 1064 nm with graphene) were, respec-

tively, located at a distance of L1¼ 330 mm and

L2¼ 400 mm from the middle of the laser module. An aper-

ture with 1 mm diameter was located 180 mm far away from

the rear mirror to limit the high-order transverse modes and

thus improve the radial polarization quality. Such a half-

symmetric cavity configuration was particularly designed to

allow the QRPB output based on the thermal birefringence

and bifocal thermal lensing of the side-pumped Nd:YAG

rod.9,10 The stability zone condition of the cavity can be ana-

lyzed by using the ray transfer matrix method.38 Since the

radially thermal focal length fr is typically shorter than the

azimuthally thermal focal length fa in a Nd:YAG rod (i.e., fa/

fr¼ 1.239), the stable region of azimuthally polarized mode

(TE01 mode) always shifts compared to that of radially polar-

ized mode (TM01 mode). As a result, it is possible to have

only TM01 mode stably operating on the edge of the stable

region.10 Based on this, we intentionally designed the laser

operation in TM01 mode by selecting suitable cavity length

(i.e., L1¼ 330 mm, L2¼ 400 mm), after taking account of

Q-switching (i.e., relatively short cavity length to facilitate

Q-switching operation40). Our cavity operates stably when

the thermal focal length of the Nd:YAG rod (note that the

Nd:YAG rod acts as a bifocal thermal lens with fa, fr two

thermal focal lengths) meets the stability zone condition

(i.e., 330–180 mm). Fig. 2(b) describes the calculated beam

radius versus the focal power (1/fr) at the principal plane of

Nd:YAG rod. The stable region of TE01 mode shifts, because

fa/fr¼ 1.2, as discussed. A radially polarized beam starts to

oscillate because fr (i.e., 330–275 mm) first meets the stabil-

ity zone condition, while the azimuthally polarized beam is

blocked as fa (i.e., 396–330 mm) is larger than what is

required for the stability zone condition. Region “ab”

(marked in pink, the corresponding fr is between

330–275 mm) is the regime where only the TM01 mode is

stable. The thermal focal length (both fr and fa) decreases

with the pump power. Once fr is decreased to 275 mm (the

corresponding focal power is �3.6 m�1) with the increase of

pump power, the azimuthally polarized beam will also start

to oscillate because fa is 330 mm at this time (which starts to

meet the stability zone condition), and the laser will operate

in the overlap zone (i.e., the region “bc”) of the TM01 and

TE01 modes with multimode output. Fig. 2(c) shows the

beam radius (1/e2) of the TM01 mode versus the position

within the cavity at fr of 300 mm. The mode volume was

maximal at the position of the gain medium to maximize the

output power, while maintaining relative large beam radius

(�0.6 mm) on the GOC to minimize the incident intensity on

our graphene device to suppress the mode-locking for high

power Q-switching operation.41

The output power was monitored via a power meter

(FieldMaxII, Coherent), as depicted in Fig. 3. As soon as the

drive current exceeded the threshold of 15.3 A (which corre-

sponds to �330 mm thermal focal length measured for TM01

FIG. 1. (a) HRTEM image, (b) SEAD pattern, (c) Raman spectrum, and

(d) transmittance of the graphene film. The inset shows the nonlinear absorp-

tion property of graphene.

FIG. 2. (a) Laser setup. (b) Beam radius (R) versus the focal power (1/fr) at

the principal plane of laser rod. (c) Beam radius as a function of position

within the cavity. The cavity position starts from the rear mirror to the GOC.
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mode by a He-Ne laser), the QRPB was obtained. The maxi-

mum output power was 2.7 W with a drive current of 17.2 A

(which corresponds to �300 mm thermal focal length meas-

ured for TM01 mode). It should be pointed out that the drive

current was changed from 15.3 to 17.2 A corresponding to the

pump power change from 81.1 to 92.8 W. The electro-optical

efficiency of our laser module is �50%. In order to complete

the thermal polarization selection in a relatively short cavity,

the laser has to operate with relatively high threshold condi-

tion. The slope efficiency is approximately 23%. During the

experiment, we replaced the GOC by an original output cou-

pler (i.e., an output coupler without graphene film, T¼ 10%)

to measure the continuous-wave (CW) output performance for

comparison. The CW output power curve is also plotted in

Fig. 3. With a same drive current of 17.2 A (corresponding to

pump power of 92.8 W), 2.9 W CW RPB was obtained. Note

that the ratio of the output power between Q-switched and

CW operations reaches a high value of 0.93, showing the low

non-saturable loss of our graphene thanks to its high quality.

Using a photoelectric detector (FGA21, Thorlabs) and a 1-

GHz bandwidth oscilloscope (DSO7052A, Agilent), the pulse

characteristics of the output QRPB were investigated. With

the increase of pump power, the pulse width decreased quickly

while the repetition rate increased nearly linearly just as

expected, which is a typical feature of passively Q-switched

lasers. This is because the saturation frequency of graphene

was increased with the increase of cavity gain. The detailed

variations of the pulse width and repetition rate as functions of

pump power are shown in Fig. 4(a). We obtained the shortest

pulse width of 192 ns at the maximum output power of 2.7 W.

The single pulse envelope and pulse train are shown in

Fig. 4(b). The corresponding repetition rate was up to

167 kHz, which is much higher than those of previously pub-

lished Q-switched radially polarized solid lasers (e.g., 1.5612

and 6.713 kHz). The pulse energy was calculated to be 16.2 lJ,

comparable to previously reported graphene-based Q-switched

lasers (e.g., 18 lJ42 for fiber lasers and 13.5 lJ43 for solid

lasers). Further increasing the pump power, the pulses became

unstable possibly due to the super-saturation of SA.40,42

Currently, further exploration (e.g., increasing the beam size

on our graphene device or adjusting the number of graphene

layer) to optimize the laser cavity is under way to improve the

output power and obtain Q-switched azimuthally polarized

beam (designed, and marked as the region “cd” in Fig. 2(b)).

The polarization property of QRPB is crucial for various

applications. The output polarization performance was ana-

lyzed by placing a linear polarizer perpendicularly in front of

a camera. Fig. 5(a) shows the beam profile without the polar-

izer. A dark spot appeared at the center of the beam, which is

clearly discerned as the TM01 mode for the expected QRPB.

Figures 5(b) and 5(c) exhibit the beam profile after transmit-

ting through a linear polarizer rotated at horizontal and verti-

cal directions, respectively. It is apparent that the dark bands

between the bimodal intensity patterns are perpendicular to

the directions of the polarizer (indicated by the double-

arrows), and this feature verifies that the laser beam is indeed

radially polarized. Fig. 5(d) shows the measured intensity

distribution curve along the radial direction of the doughnut-

shaped beam profile in Fig. 5(a). Radial polarization can be

regarded as a superposition of linear polarization along all

the radial directions on the beam cross section. Therefore,

when the QRPB was incident on a small size aperture (here

we used an aperture with 200 lm diameter) placed far away

from the GOC, the leakage light passing through the aperture

can be considered to be linearly polarized and its polariza-

tion degree can represent approximately that of the whole

beam.13 Based on this principle,13 the polarization extinction

ratio (PER) of the leakage light was measured to be 49:1,

which corresponds to 96% polarization purity. It is compara-

ble to those of previously published Q-switched radially

polarized solid lasers.13 In addition, the M2 factor was also

measured to be �2.1 (i.e., M2
x¼ 2.13, M2

y¼ 2.07) with a

beam analyzer (Nanoscan, Photon) as shown in Fig. 5(e).

This is close to the theoretical value of 2 expected for TM01

mode,44 which reveals the high beam quality of our QRPB.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the first graphene-

based Q-switched radially polarized laser. The high quality

QRPB with 16.2 lJ pulse energy and 167 kHz repetition rate

was established. Our laser is a simple, reliable, and practical

FIG. 3. Output power versus pump power for Q-switched and CW

operation.

FIG. 4. (a) Pulse width and repetition

rate as functions of pump power.

(b) Oscilloscope traces of single pulse

envelope and pulse train at the maxi-

mum output power of 2.7 W.
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QRPB source, which can be potentially applied in various

applications such as material processing and microscopy.
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profile after the polarizer with horizon-

tal and vertical directions (indicated by

double-arrows). (d) Intensity distribu-

tion along the radial direction of the

doughnut-shaped beam profile. (e) M2

factor measurement result.
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